
(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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Model Main Unit Add on panel Door Canopy

Item Code A1020 A1021 A1022 A1043

No of panels 3 1 N/A N/A

Size (cm) 480 x 140 160 x 140 80 x 140 160 x 160

Pack size (cm) 110 x 25 x 15 110 x 15 x 10 110 x 8 x 8 80 x 10 x 10

Total weight 6 kg 1.8 kg 1.2 kg 1.5 kg

The image above shows the windshield pro, door panel, additional panel and weather canopy all togther.

The Windshield Pro is the very best windbreak available. It is 
lighter, more expandable, more secure and more stable than its 
rivals.

It has a patented frame system that has been designed with 
one job, to deliver the very best windbreak possible.  One of the 
patented parts are the connector at the top of the leg support 
poles. This simple fitting firstly locks the leg support pole in place, 
it also strengthens the top bar of the windshield making it stronger 
against the wind and even helps stop the bars moving in the wind, 
where rivals simply pops off in the wind.

The Windshield Pro can be slid into your caravan (or motor 
home) awning channel (if available) allowing you to come directly 
off the vehicle.

The frame system locks itself in place making it easier to erect and 
more sturdy when in use. The unique frame system means no guy 
lines are required and the entire frame system can be placed on 
one side of the windshield ensuring you have absolutely no trip 
hazards and you get to use 100% of the space available.

It can be extended with a door, an additional panel and now a 
weather shade giving you an amazing amount of options. The 
Windshield is designed to go right down to the ground and with 
its additional pegging points held down making a secure and 
safe place on the inside, perfect for pets and children. 

The new Expert Edition features the new super sleeves / dog 
guard, which gives you better connection to the ground. The 
sleeves act as a mud wall and draught skirt giving you better 
draught exclusion. Next it allows you to use additional top cross 
poles (purchased separately) as a dog guard feature. This dog 
guard feature creates a solid bar across the bottom of the panel 
ensuring your pet cannot push the material out of the way as it is 
held firmly in place with the solid aluminium bar.

This bar can also be used to help anchor the windshield to hard 
ground. It allows you to use ladder bands or elastics (purchased 
separately) to form additional pegging points that can be used 
easily and effectively even on hard ground.

WINDSHIELD PRO

Poled
Wind Break

Pitch Times

1 person : 15 mins
2 people : 10 mins

Modular - can 
be increased to 

any size.

Features
|   HydroDore SL Pro lightweight fabric.   |   Single 
person pitch.   |   Very lightweight.   |   Very small 
pack size.   |   Dog guard option.   |   No guy lines.   

|   Strong & secure frame system (patented).   |   
Viewing windows.   |   Extendable to any size.   |   

Can be connected directly to a caravan.   |   Can 
be connected to any other windshield pro.   |   

Zipped carry bag.   |   Quick drying.   |
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